1. Introduction
===============

Thyroid nodules are a common finding in the general population and the number has increased in recent years.^\[[@R1]\]^ Many thyroid nodules in clinical diagnosis are detected incidentally with imaging studies, usually for other reasons. Most thyroid nodules diagnosed are asymptomatic and benign, whereas only about 5% are malignant nodules.^\[[@R2],[@R3]\]^ Diagnosing the benign or malignant of thyroid nodules is the foundation for its subsequent treatment.^\[[@R4]\]^ As guidelines generally recommend, fine-needle aspiration biopsy (FNAB) is the best method to differentiate between benign and malignant thyroid nodules. But FNAB has some limitations, such as being invasive and time-intensive.^\[[@R5],[@R6]\]^ During the last decade, elastography, a novel imaging technique that is noninvasive and easily available, was added to the diagnostic list for the evaluation of thyroid nodules.^\[[@R7]\]^ Elastography is a promising technology based on measuring the tissue strain, and because of the its easy assessment and efficient compressing against underlying anatomic structures, the thyroid gland would be well-positioned.^\[[@R8]\]^

Real-time elastography (RTE) is a noninvasive diagnostic technique that examines the stiffness and hardness of tissue. With the principle that the softer tissue is easily deformed than the harder tissue under external compression, the deformability of tissue was applied to differentiate malignant from benign lesions.^\[[@R9],[@R10]\]^ The technique of RTE was widely used in the detection of superficial tissues, including neck, prostate, breast, and thyroid, by testing the elasticity.^\[[@R11]\]^ When pathological conditions occurred, the structure and elastic properties of soft tissue may be transformed. Then the stiffness of tissue would be increased and strain ratio of tissues in the region of interest (ROI) would be measured.^\[[@R12]\]^ With the application of RTE, the thyroid gland is well positioned and easily accessed and efficiently compressed with the ultrasound probe.

Another novel, quantitative method is shear wave elastography (SWE), which was first administrated from acoustic radiation force by Nightingale et al.^\[[@R13]\]^ SWE measures the shear wave velocity of the tissue by acoustic radiation force impulse and the velocity reflects the tissue hardness directly with Young modulus. With the image of shear wave propagation velocity through tissues, qualitative and quantitative assessments about the surrounding tissue are performed. The color scale is used to assess tissue stiffness, and each color represents a different level of tissue stiffness: blue represents soft tissues and red represents hard tissues.^\[[@R14]--[@R16]\]^ Some studies^\[[@R17],[@R18]\]^ have reported that SWE would increase the specificity of assessment without loss of sensitivity, and the evaluations of thyroid nodules would not be hindered by autoimmune thyroiditis.

Although many studies thought that RTE and SWE seem to be the meaningful measures in differentiation between benign and malignant thyroid nodules, their real effects of diagnosis, including sensitivity and specificity, were controversial. The objective of this meta-analysis was to compare the EI between benign and malignant nodules detected by SWE and prospectively examine the diagnostic performance of RTE and SWE as measures in differentiating benign and malignant thyroid nodules using histopathological diagnosis as the reference standard.

2. Materials and methods
========================

2.1. Search strategy
--------------------

Comprehensive searches of relevant citations about detecting thyroid nodules using elastography were performed to examine the accuracy of differentiating benign and malignant nodules. The systematic review was undertaken with articles published from inception to July 2016, and all publication statuses, including published, unpublished, in press and in progress were included in this study. To assemble all of the relevant published citations, multiple electronic databases (PubMed, Springer, Embase, OVID, Cochrane Library and China Journal Full-text Database) were searched and no language restriction was set. To maximize the search sensitivity and specificity, the following keywords were used in our search work: "thyroid nodules," "benign" OR "malignant" OR "cancer," "elastography" OR "real-time elastography" OR "shear wave elastography" OR "RTE" OR "SWE." MeSH terms and Boolean operator were selected for each database search. Two members of our team searched the literature and reviewed the titles and abstracts independently. The reference lists should also be reviewed to obtain the additional relevant studies that are not identified through the database searching.

2.2. Citation selection
-----------------------

The articles searched out were screened for the further selection. Another 2 authors independently selected the citations in this process, and screened the titles and abstracts of the articles identified previously. Subsequently, the full text of the studies that met the criteria were obtained and reviewed to check whether the study was likely to be relevant. Patients of all age groups were evaluated. The final selection of the target articles were determined by these 2 investigators together.

All the studies included in this study must meet the following inclusion criteria:1.a randomized trial controlled study;2.comparison of the EI between benign and malignant nodules detected by SWE;3.evaluation of RTE or SWE; and4.availability of full text.

Exclusion criteria were as follows:1.nonrandomized studies;2.studies on other detection technology; and3.studies lacking outcome measures or comparable results.

These 2 authors met and checked their selections for agreement after the primary selection. Disagreements were resolved by reaching a consensus through discussion and a third investigator was involved if necessary.

2.3. Data extraction
--------------------

Studies that prospectively and simultaneously evaluated RTE and SWE as diagnostic technologies for thyroid nodules were included. Two reviewers independently read the full text of the studies, included and extracted the details from each study in a coding sheet in Microsoft Excel 2010. The data extracted consisted of the first author\'s name, year of publication, year of onset, age range of patients, sex distribution (male/female), diagnostic methods, sample size (malignant/benign), and outcome parameters. In this study, the parameters included elasticity index (EI) and accuracy of diagnosis. As a diagnostic method, we obtained the true positive (TP), true negative (TN), false positive (FP), and false negative (FN) of RTE and SWE diagnosis in each study, which were used to estimate the sensitivity and specificity.

2.4. Statistical analysis
-------------------------

We performed the meta-analyses with the Review Manager 5.0 (The Cochrane Collaboration, 2011) to estimate the difference of the EI between benign and malignant nodules. As a continuous outcome, standard mean difference (SMD) with 95% confidence intervals (CIs) of EI was calculated by the mean and standard deviation. Heterogeneity was assessed using Q statistics in this study. The value of *I*^2^ statistic reflects the levels of heterogeneity. If *I*^2^ is \>50%, which means significant heterogeneity was present, a random-effect model was adopted. Otherwise a fixed-effect model was chosen.

As diagnostic tests, the overall sensitivity and specificity of RTE and SWE, as well as their corresponding 95% CIs were calculated on the basis of TP, TN, FP, and FN with STATA 10.0 software, and forest plots of the sensitivity and specificity and summary receiver operating characteristic (SROC) curve were performed.

In addition, sensitivity analysis and bias analysis of the studies were conducted to examine the quality of articles. To estimate possible publication bias, funnel plot was used and the Egger test was conducted. A *P* value \<.05 was considered to be statistically significant.

3. Results
==========

3.1. Search results
-------------------

After the primary selection, 1800 titles and abstracts were initially searched out in these multiple electronic databases, and finally 22 articles^\[[@R5],[@R19]--[@R39]\]^ among them eventually satisfied all the inclusion criteria. The other 1778 articles were excluded for duplication, irrelevant studies, inappropriate data, review, without or inappropriate control group, other detection methods, or not a full-text. The flow diagram that reflects the search process and the reasons of exclusion was presented in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. Among these 22 articles, 12 were involved in the RTE, 9 were involved in the SWE, and 1 study both RTE and SWE. Eight of the SWE studies compared the EI between benign and malignant nodules.

![Flow diagram of the study identification and inclusion.](medi-96-e8282-g001){#F1}

3.2. Characteristics of included studies
----------------------------------------

Detailed characteristics of the included studies were presented in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}, including the first author\'s name, year of publication, year of onset, age range of patients, sex distribution (male/female), diagnostic methods, sample size (malignant/benign), and outcome parameters. All these articles were published from 2007 to 2016. The sample size ranges from 26 to 707. In total, 2661 patients were included in these studies, and after eliminating the inefficient, benign and malignant nodules were 2063 and 598, respectively.

###### 

Detailed characteristics of the included studies.

![](medi-96-e8282-g002)

3.3. Meta-analysis about the EI
-------------------------------

Eight articles included in this study are involved in the comparison of the EI between benign and malignant nodules detected by SWE. Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows the forest plot for EI in different nodules. According to the forest plot, all the 8 studies showed that the EI of malignant nodules was much higher than that of benign nodules. And the overall meta-analysis suggested that the difference between benign and malignant nodules was statistically significant (SMD = 2.11, 95% CI \[1.67, 2.55\], *P* \< .00001; *P* for heterogeneity \< .0001, *I*^2^ = 77%).

![A forest plot for the EI between benign and malignant nodules detected by SWE. EI = elasticity index, SWE= shear wave elastography.](medi-96-e8282-g003){#F2}

3.4. Bias analysis
------------------

Relatively high heterogeneity in the meta-analysis of the EI between benign and malignant nodules was observed (*I*^2^ = 77%). Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} was the funnel plot for the studies about the EI, and the Egger test was also conducted. The result of Egger test suggested that no significant evidence of potential publication bias of meta-analysis about the EI between benign and malignant nodules was observed (*t* = 1.22, *P* = .267).

![A funnel plot for the studies about the EI between benign and malignant nodules. EI = elasticity index.](medi-96-e8282-g004){#F3}

3.5. Meta-analyses of diagnostic tests
--------------------------------------

Forest plots for the combined sensitivity and specificity of diagnosing malignant from benign nodules with RTE and SWE are showed in Figures [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, respectively. The results showed that the sensitivity and specificity of RTE were 0.84 (95% CI \[0.76, 0.90\]) and 0.90 (95% CI \[0.85, 0.94\]), and those of SWE were 0.79 (95% CI \[0.73, 0.84\]) and 0.87 (95% CI \[0.79, 0.92\]). The overall sensitivities of these 2 methods were roughly comparable (*P* \> .05), whereas the difference of specificity between RTE and SWE was statistically significant (*P* \< .05)

![Forest plots for the combined sensitivity and specificity of RTE. RTE = real-time elastography.](medi-96-e8282-g005){#F4}

![Forest plots for the combined sensitivity and specificity of SWE. SWE= shear wave elastography.](medi-96-e8282-g006){#F5}

The SROC curves that evaluated these 2 promising technologies for differentiating malignant nodules from benign nodules are presented in Figures [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} and [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}, respectively. As shown in these figures, the area under the SROC curve (AUC) was 0.94 (95% CI \[0.91, 0.96\]) for RTE, and 0.83 (95% CI \[0.80, 0.86\]) for SWE. Statistically significant difference of AUC was observed between RTE and SWE (*P* \< .01).

![Summary receiver operating characteristic (SROC) curves of RTE. RTE = real-time elastography.](medi-96-e8282-g007){#F6}

![Summary receiver operating characteristic (SROC) curves of SWE. SWE= shear wave elastography.](medi-96-e8282-g008){#F7}

4. Discussion
=============

Several diagnostic approaches have been proposed for detection of thyroid nodules, including FNAB and ultrasound (US) examination. FNAB suffers the limitations of being invasive and time-intensive as it requires sending and getting the samples evaluated by the pathologist.^\[[@R6]\]^ Ultrasound is a widely accepted diagnostic method of detecting thyroid nodules, and about 41% thyroid nodules are found by ultrasound.^\[[@R40]\]^ But previous studies have found that the assessment of thyroid nodules by US was extreme different.^\[[@R41]\]^ It has been reported that the diagnosis of US lacks sensitivity and is unable to sufficiently differentiate between thyroid follicular carcinoma and follicular adenoma.^\[[@R6],[@R42]\]^ Another problem with using US as diagnosis method is that the morphological changes of malignant nodules \<1 cm in diameter are usually lacking.^\[[@R43]\]^

Currently, elastography has been introduced to augment the diagnostic accuracy of ultrasound.^\[[@R44]\]^ Several studies have reported for better accuracy in differentiating between benign and malignant thyroid nodules with RTE,^\[[@R45]--[@R47]\]^ which could directly reveal the physical properties of tissues using conventional US probes. Generally, the stiffness of malignant nodules is increased, and that of benign nodules is decreased. The different color modes of the elastography represent different tissue stiffness, and with these added information, benign and malignant lesions would be differentiated.^\[[@R46],[@R48]\]^ Compared with US, the utility of elastography was independent from the size of thyroid nodules.

The power of RTE to examine malignant thyroid nodules has been reported in many studies,^\[[@R49],[@R50]\]^ and these articles generally described RTE to be relatively more accurate. In our study, the combined sensitivity and specificity of RTE were 0.84 (95% CI \[0.76, 0.90\]) and 0.90 (95% CI \[0.85, 0.94\]), respectively, which were much higher than those of conventional US.^\[[@R23],[@R29],[@R30]\]^ Because RTE is an operator-dependent technique, measurement bias resulting from different radiologists definitely exists in clinical practice. Besides, the evaluation of RTE is limited to the ROI on only 1 side of the neck. Compared with RTE, SWE is a more independent technique and quantitative analysis that avoids the limitation of RTE, and this promising technology is expected to provide more information.^\[[@R51],[@R52]\]^ The meta-analysis provides a comparison of EI between benign and malignant nodules. The EI of malignant nodules is much higher than that of benign nodules, which means that SWE could be a great method to detect thyroid nodules. Based on the results, we observed that the difference of sensitivity was not significant, while the combined specificity of RTE was much higher than that of SWE. Besides, the AUC of RTE was also much larger than that of SWE. These results suggested that compared with SWE, RTE was a demonstrably superior method on accuracy. While considering the technical advantages of SWE, the diagnostic methods should be selected with comprehensive balance.

Although the meta-analyses suggested that RTE and SWE could be diagnostic approach to diagnose benign and malignant thyroid nodules, as we expected, there are some potential biases and limitations in our study. One of the major limiting factors is the selection bias.^\[[@R7]\]^ Some studies that were included in our meta-analysis enrolled the patients who have already been suspected with malignant nodules for cytological results or large nodular size, and this could amplify the predictive value of elastography. In the meta-analysis of comparison of the EI between benign and malignant nodules, we selected a random-effect model for a relatively high heterogeneity (*I*^2^ \> 50%). The reasons for high heterogeneity were complex and we believe that different test technologies and small sample size may be 2 of them. Because elastography is an operator-dependent technique, measurement bias resulting from different radiologists definitely exists in clinical practice. Besides, the poor quality of some studies indicates that further well-designed and prospective studies are needed to verify our results.

5. Conclusion
=============

The present study evaluated the clinical value of RTE and SWE in differentiating between benign and malignant thyroid nodules. Based on the results reported in the present meta-analyses, both RTE and SWE seem to have a great diagnostic potential to differentiate benign and malignant solitary thyroid nodules, and RTE seems to be more specific. Thus we support the recommendation that RTE and SWE could be used in clinical diagnosis as a noninvasive diagnostic approach, which may lead to a great improvement in accurate diagnosis, and for benign thyroid nodules, the number of unnecessary surgical procedures could be reduced.

Abbreviations: CIs = confidence intervals, EI = elasticity index, FN = false negative, FNAB = fine-needle aspiration biopsy, FP = false positive, ROI = the region of interest, RTE = real-time elastography, SMD = standard mean difference, SWE = shear wave elastography, TN = true negative, TP = true positive.
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